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 Yet again, another enormous response for Odd Bodies – thank you.  This was 
helped by the Portuguese double-decker Worldmaster – I don’t think we’ve ever had 
so many emails and letters about one vehicle, probably helped by the “deliberate 
error” as to where it came from!  (Well, we do try!)
 There has been a good number of articles to fi ll this issue without having 
to generate new material myself and this helps to take pressure off, with the large 
amount of time involved in producing the magazines, especially when we have Fleet 
Books such as Edinburgh and Lions on the go at the same time.  So, another thank 
you for those articles.  Please keep them coming – if you have any Leyland subject 
in mind, and want any help fi nding photos or information, please just ask – this is 
your magazine and we have a wealth of knowledge and experience amongst us and 
to share with others.
 We’ve had a limited response to our Chairman’s appeal in Torque and thank 
you to those who have come forward.  We could do with helpers to attend events 
around the country, so that we can show a presence at events and sell some of our 
books etc. – is this something you would be prepared to get involved with to any 
greater or lesser extent? 
 We usually hold our AGM at the Coventry Museum of Transport in November, 
but they are currently reorganising the building, yet again, and the rooms will not 
be ready until 2015.  So, we will look for an alternative venue and will keep you 
informed.  If anyone can suggest a suitable venue, please email me – we are looking 
for somewhere in the centre of the country which has easy rail access as a number of 
our “regulars” travel by train.
 Just as we go to print, we have sadly learned of the sudden death of Neil 
Steele, our Chairman at the young age of 68.  This is a great loss to the Society, and 
to us Committee members, who received a great deal of support and encouragement 
from Neil.   Apart from a few years when Neil was unable to act as Chairman, 
and Ron Phillips stepped in for a while, Neil had been Chairman 
since the formation of The Leyland Society.  An obituary will 
appear in the next issue.
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NEW FLEET SERIES BOOK 
– Written jointly by Alan Townsin 
and Mike Sutcliffe MBE, this 
book covers the period from the 
introduction of the Leyland Lion 
up to 1929 when the LT range 
was introduced.  The Lion was 
the fi rst Leyland chassis designed 
specifi cally for bus work and 
was one in a new “L” range of 
lower chassis, which included 
the Lioness, Leveret, Leviathan 
and 2 Ton goods models.  Most 
of these vehicles had completely 
new features and the whole range 
is described in the book.
 The format of the book has 
changed slightly in that it runs to 72 
pages (instead of the usual 48) and is 
“Perfect bound”.  It has a laminated 
cover in full colour and contains 95 
photographs reproduced to a high 
standard.  The book is offered to 
members prior to it going on sale generally and can be obtained from David Berry, at 
40 Bodiam Drive, Toothill, Swindon, Wilts. SN5 8BE.  The price is £14.95 and this 
includes P&P.  Please make cheques payable to The Leyland Society.

“LEYLANDS AT THE GREAT CENTRAL 
RAILWAY” 

The Leyland Society Gathering 2014 – Sunday 13th July
 Preparations for the 2014 Leyland Society Gathering at Quorn, near 
Loughborough, are progressing well and we have already received a number of 
entries.  Thank you to all those who have sent me their entry forms and another form 
is included with this issue of Leyland Torque.  All Leylands are welcome to attend 
the event and if you wish to enter a vehicle, please complete and return it to Gary 
Dwyer at the address on the form WITH TWO SAEs.  Please note that the closing 
date for entries is Monday 9th June.  The closing date is slightly earlier this year to 
allow suffi cient time to post entry packs to exhibitors and ensure they receive them 
in good time before the event. 

The Leyland Lion  (Origins to 1929)
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 The Quorn station site is easily reached from the M1 motorway but if your 
vehicle is not suitable for motorway travel there are good A-road connections to 
all parts of the country.  If you are considering travelling a long distance with your 
vehicle, why not make a weekend of it?  Overnight parking in the station area will 
be available on Saturday and Sunday nights and some entries have already indicated 
they wish to take advantage of this facility.   Please make sure you indicate on 
your entry form when you will be arriving and whether you need overnight parking.  
Toilets are available in the station buildings as well as shower facilities for those 
staying overnight.  The station area has catering facilities where tea and snacks are 
available during the day.  Further details on the Great Central Railway, including 
the train timetables to Loughborough and Leicester can be found on their website 
www.gcrailway.co.uk. 
 Holding our Gathering at The Great Central Railway offers an additional 
attraction to make an interesting day out for the whole family and we have negotiated 
discounted railway travel on the day of the event for Leyland Society members.  If 
you wish to take advantage of the concessionary fares, please call at the Society 
stand and collect a voucher to present when purchasing your tickets.  If you have 
time between journeys on the railway and looking at the vehicles, please come 
along and meet the Committee.  It seems a long way away now but by the time 
of the Gathering it will be time to renew your Society membership so if you are 
visiting then why not renew and save postage!  We look forward to seeing you. 

A Leyland X4.40.X4, 4 Ton, of mid 1914 after being requisitioned by the War Offi ce, quite 
a rare photograph, recently found on eBay.  It appears to have acquired a Subsidy A “RAF 
Type” front axle and odd wheels.                 (Leyland Society Archive)
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Leyland Trucks building Aero Bodies for the European markets
 After the success of the PACCAR Aerobody on the LF in the UK, where 
operators have been making fuel savings of over 5%, bodied versions of the new 
Euro 6 LF are now being produced for other European markets.  Since all PACCAR 
bodies, which are built by Leyland Trucks in the UK, are already fully type approved 
to meet EC WVTA standards, they can be registered across all EU member states.  
The Aerobody is also available on the new LF in the UK and British DAF dealers 
can call on a fl eet of 26 LF Aerobody demonstrators so operators can evaluate the 
market leading LF in its latest Euro 6 compliant format together with the super 
frugal and stylish bodywork. 
      The LF Aerobody combines a specially developed set of fairings and side collars to 
deliver signifi cant savings on both fuel consumption and CO2 emissions in distribution 
transport applications.  At a cruising speed of 53mph, the new Euro 6 LF Aerobody can 
be up to 8% more economical compared to a vehicle with a conventional body.  It has 
a striking appearance and its smooth, continuous roofl ine enhances the modern and 
stylish design of the LF.  A diffuser at the rear further improves the aerodynamics by 
reducing disruptive air turbulence.  For the same reason a specially developed set of side 
collars and fairings is supplied as a standard.  This set integrates the cab with the body. 
 For the European markets the LF Aerobody is available with internal lengths 
of 6.75 and 7.05 metres, suitable for carrying 16 or 17 Euro pallets.  A tail lift with a 
lifting capacity of 1,500 kg is fi tted as a standard and, for extra convenience, it can 

The new Euro 6 DAF LF with LF Aerobody
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be fi tted with an optional door on either side of the body.  When the LF Aerobody 
is specifi ed for the UK it is available at 7.5t, 10t & 12t GVW, in a choice of three 
body lengths and with a comprehensive range of tail-lift and other options designed 
around the needs of the UK distribution industry. 
 The DAF LF Aerobody naturally features the same excellent driving 
performance and user-friendliness as the other models in the comprehensive LF 
series.  The small turning circle, easy access to the cab and low unladen weight 
makes it ideal for intensive distribution transport.  The LF Aerobody is available with 
a range of economical Euro 6 engines: the 4.5-litre, four-cylinder PACCAR PX-5 
engine and the 6.7-litre, six-cylinder PACCAR PX-7 engine with ratings between 
112 kW/152 hp and 186 kW/253 hp.

Leyland Trucks Earns Community Outreach Award
 Liverpool, UK-based Northwest Automotive Alliance (NAA) awarded 
Leyland Trucks its Community Outreach Award. The award recognizes Leyland’s 
charity work and contributions to education and the local community.  Leyland 
accepted the award at a special ceremony in November at the Carden Park Hotel in 
Cheshire, England.  Many of the region’s large manufacturers and small- to medium-
sized enterprises attended the ceremony.
 Competition for the award was stiff, and Leyland prevailed over three other 
shortlisted companies.  The judging panel selected Leyland for its commitment to the 
community and approach to engaging students and teachers at local schools and colleges.  
Representatives at Leyland work closely with teachers and lecturers to structure visits 
and projects around education curriculum.  By understanding the factory atmosphere, 
teachers are better prepared to inspire the next generation of engineers. 
 “We should feel 
proud of what we do 
as a company to sup-
port the local and 
wider community,” 
said Peter Jukes, Op-
erations Director, Ley-
land Trucks.  “Hosting 
plant tours, working 
with local schools or 
supporting the Ley-
land Trucks Helping 
Hand Charity are some 
of the great ways we 
are giving back while 
promoting our heritage 
and industry for future 
generations.”

Peter Jukes (right), Operations Director, Leyland Trucks, 
accepts the Community Outreach Award from Andrew 
Graveson, National Team Manager at Festo.
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 Peter has selected a number of pictures, mainly of more modern Leylands, 
for this edition of Torque depicting hauliers from the South Midlands.  In this period 
loads were becoming categorised under two main headings of tipper work or haulage 
which has mainly become the domain of curtainsiders and palletised loads; it has 
become a rarity to see a fl atbed lorry with a sheeted load.  Of a more specialised trade 
is that of the concrete mixer fl eets covered in this edition by two photographs taken 
22 years apart.  
 Once again, Malcolm Wilford has managed to identify some of these with 
chassis numbers by trawling through his extensive chassis records and we thank 
Malcolm for his time doing that.  Gary Dwyer has kindly added extra information 
and Neil Steele has prepared the article for Leyland Torque.  All photographs are by 
Peter Davies unless otherwise credited. 

S W Wreford operated this early Roadtrain 17.29, model typeA4A32R1740C29A, with 
chassis no 8236211, new in June 1983.  This unit  was fi tted with the optional illuminated 
headboard and no roof air defl ector.  Many hauliers were slow to appreciate the help 
aerodynamics could give to improve fuel consumption and journey times.  A111 UVV is 
pictured in Wrefords’ Northampton yard, in August 1985.
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Some 22 years later, Mixconcrete still remained loyal to Leyland, operating this 30.25 
Constructor 8, a rare example of an 8-wheel mixer for the period.  F551 GBW was based at 
Mixconcrete’s Rushden depot.

This is something of a rare sight, three 20H.10 Hippos dating from 1961 operating as 
concrete mixers for Mixconcrete. The picture was taken at their Dunstable premises in 
September 1965.    
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LJO 400W was an early TL11 powered 30.21 Constructor haulage model.  Note the 
Scammell Constructor badge and Routeman nut guards on the front axle.  Eight wheel 
curtainsiders are quite a rare sight nowadays.  

A  well turned out nicely sheeted fl atbed.  B469 WUW, badged as a Scammell Constructor 2 
(chassis 8332009, new 11/83) is believed to be an ex-Shell tanker, suggested by the off-side 
mounted fuel tank and front transverse exhaust.  
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C Butt of Northampton operated F204 VBD, a lightweight Constructor 30.25, powered 
by the 260hp TL11C engine, and is fi tted with the narrow C40 cab.  This model has been 
described as the true successor to the Leyland Octopus. 

This Leyland press photo shows what then would have been the latest Constructor 24.26 
model.   It appears to have DAF rear axles and may have had a DAF engine.  Smith & Sons 
operated from Bletchington, Oxfordshire. 
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Pictured at the Vauxhall Motors’ plant is this Comet operated by H Grace of Bletchley.  
612 GKX was a Comet ECO2/4R, chassis 584774, line no 2337.  It was new in February 
1959. 

Another picture taken at the Vauxhall Motor’s plant was this of KRR 139E, an Ergomatic 
Super Comet operated by Royal Blue, Pytchley, but formerly operated by Hoveringham 
Gravels who operated a large fl eet of Leylands.
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For a while ‘badge engineering’ was prominent following the formation of British Leyland; 
the Mastiff was formerly a BMC product powered by a Perkins V8 engine.   Tunnel Cement 
operated this 1971 Mastiff bulk cement tanker.

This Leyland Beaver TSC9 Oil (chassis 4225) was supplied in February 1934, as VV 2616, 
to AW Darby (no.38) a well-known Northampton operator who occupied the site of the 
former Allchin Globe Works where the traction engines were made.     (BCVMT L013924)
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206.  Leyland Tiger TS5 and Lion LT4 (and LT6)
 Peter Greaves states that the vehicle pictured, AZ 9134, was a Tiger TS3 
model, new to GNR in 1932, and it later passed to NIRTB.  It is, therefore, not a 
TS5.  However, whilst on the subject of a “red herring” here is a rather nice picture 
of sister AZ 9137 when new.  This still leaves the original question “are there any 
photographs of TS5s?’  I am told that one exists but it has not been forthcoming, 
more’s the pity – it would have been good to include it here!  

(Short Bros)
 Alan Townsin mentioned aspects of licensing in Ireland during the 1920s and 
1930s and now adds some additional information relating to speed limits:
          ‘The Irish Free State was even slower (than Northern Ireland) in retaining a 20 
mph limit until January 1934, though bolder than the UK in then going to a 35 mph 
legal maximum for single-deckers.  Of course it was well within the capabilities of 
any of the Leyland models then in production.  Even the engines of most of the LSC/
PLSC generation of Lions could manage about this sort of speed with less fuss than 
most contemporary rivals of other makes.
 Yet the Irish Free State’s retention, at so late a date, of a 20 mph limit for 
double-deckers seems oddly timid.  The TD1 had shown that it could make less fuss 
in running at well over 30 mph on decent roads, even if illegally, very soon after 
deliveries began in 1927.  Even if urban routes in the Dublin area were mainly in 
mind, 20 mph seems unduly slow.  In more rural areas, the indifferent road surfaces 
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which Geoff mentions were still very evident when I fi rst ventured to tour various 
Irish areas by car in the 1950s, so the LT6 with its affi nity to a Tiger TS6, except for 
the four-cylinder engine, may have been thought a more suitable choice a couple of 
decades earlier.’
216.  Olympic Gear Selector Unit
 In Torque No.58 we published a photograph 
(repeated here) from John Shearman showing the 
gear selector on a South African Railways Olympic.  
He believes this type was very unusual on Leyland 
vehicles and  only knows of its fi tment to a few 
Scammell  lorries. Further information on its 
general use, or otherwise would be appreciated.  

221.  Leyland Gnu ‘’TEC2’’
 Peter Greaves asks if 
anyone can identify the coach-built 
body on Octopus EGT 960.  Yes 
indeed Peter, it was by Leyland 
Motors, as demonstrated by the 
coachbuilder’s transfer on the front 
nearside, enlarged here.  (This just 
demonstrates that it is worth scanning 
black and white photographs at a high 
resolution in greyscale (300dpi and 4000 pixels along the longest side) to give a fi le size of 
about 10 to 12MB, saved as a .tif – Ed.)     

227. Tigers that were not impressed!        
 Paul Lacey has already covered the story of these TS8s in his book on Thames 
Valley 1931-1945 but adds the suggestion that, being newly delivered, they may not 
have been on any lists held 
by the Authorities.  The ‘TV 
management’ deliberately 
diverted the Requisitioning 
Offi cers away from these 
vehicles towards the 
earlier vehicles, including 
TS3 & TS4s which had 
the added advantage of 
having sliding-roofs – a 
feature much sort after for 
Military use.  The TS8s 
were subsequently stored 
in Lane End depot for the 
duration of the War.
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 In any event, Bob Kell suggests that oil-engined vehicles were less popular as 
they needed different re-fuelling facilities from the normal military vehicles.
 A more signifi cant example is Ribble who, despite declaring a surplus of 
single-deck vehicles in a 1942 census (only 166 out of 417 were used regularly), 
had very few of them requisitioned.  A factor might have been that they kept them 
all licensed throughout the War.  John Howie understands that a brand new Leyland 
TD5 of Corless, Charnock Richard, was requisitioned in 1939.  This was unusual as 
single-deckers were preferred by the Military. Does anyone know what it was used 
for (it later joined the North Western RCC fl eet) and were there any other similar 
examples of new double-deckers being taken? 
228.  Leyland Leopards with two-speed rear axles  
 There remains a difference of opinion.  Bruce MacPhee states that South-
down vehicles from the same batch bore chassis plates with either PSU3/1R or 
PSU31/RT.  However, Don Hilton has scrutinsed the offi cial Leyland records – Build 
Sheets and Data Sheets, and they show no instances where the ‘T’ suffi x was applied.  
This is probably another example of inconsistency between the various departments 
at Leyland Motors.  (Overall, it seems that there should be no “T”.  This sounds like the 
LSC v. PLSC problem all over again! – Ed.)
 Bruce originally made this observation in his book ‘Works Driver’ of which 
he still has a limited number of “seconds” copies available.  If any Leyland Society 
members would like one, they should write to Bruce MacPhee, 1, Mountfi eld Villas, 
Mountfi eld, Robertsbridge, TN32 5LL, enclosing a cheque for £2.00 to cover 
p+p;( if they wished, they could fi rst check availability by emailing susandalex@
mypostoffi ce.co.uk )
229.  HGV cabs
 Bruce MacPhee has noticed that, with the heavy goods models fi tted with 
the cab introduced in 1954, the last examples had a different front panel from earlier 
vehicles.  The grille aperture was higher, with the Leyland badge below it.  Does anyone 
know the reason for this change?  Also, this goods range was continued in parallel 
with an entirely new range (Power-Plus engines, hub-reduction axles, LAD cabs, as 
introduced at the 1960 Show). Both old models of Beaver and Octopus continued to 
be registered to Esso as late as 1964.  Was this due to customer demand?
230.  Leyland bus body designation  
 Bruce MacPhee wonders whether the Leyland body-shop had separate 
designations to differentiate between the various designs of double-deck body, 
especially during the period when they were building on both PD2/3 and PD2/12 
chassis at the same time.
231.  Leyland Tiger TS4 ?  
 John Shearman found this photograph on the internet.  Captioned ‘Life at a 
Bomber Station, Linton-on –Ouse 1941’. the bus appears to be a TS4, but we would 
like to know its full identity.              
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232.  Leyland ‘Steer’  
 John Shearman and Peter Tulloch have also found this interesting 
photograph.  The six-wheeler identifi es itself as a ‘Steer’ (just visible on the 
vertical strip in the centre of the radiator) operated by South African Railways but  
its wheelbase appears too long for either a ‘Steer’ or an ‘Octopus’ with one axle 
removed.  Can anyone provide further details of its identity, was it a one-off?

(South African Railways)
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 Lift the side panels of the bonnet on any Leyland 4 or 6 cylinder petrol engine 
and one of the constants of non Leyland manufacture becomes apparent – the Simms 
Magneto.  Likewise, Leyland diesel engines for a considerable period of time were 
likely to have Simms injectors and pumps.
 Frederick Richard Simms, born in Warwickshire, August 12th 1863 was truly 
a man of vision, perhaps genius, in that not only did he understand the technical 
complexities of the internal combustion engine but he was also responsible for 
establishing much of the British Motor Industry.  His ability to understand complex, 
cutting edge technology of the day combined with his business acumen led him to form 
one of the largest international manufacturing organisations of its type in the world.
 The Founder of the Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland and the 
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, he is credited with introducing the 
internal combustion engine in the UK following a visit to the 1888 International 
Exhibition in Bremen, where he witnessed the Gottlieb Daimler ‘high speed’ internal 
combustion engine.  He successfully obtained the sale and patent rights for Great 
Britain and the Colonies (excluding Canada).  In 1891 he founded Simms & Co, 
Consulting Engineers, followed in 1893 by the Daimler Motor Syndicate Ltd which, 
in 1895, was sold on to become the British Motor Syndicate Ltd.  They then fl oated 
off the Daimler Motor Co Ltd, of Coventry, to manufacture cars in this country under 
the Daimler patents.  Simms was appointed Consulting Engineer to the Company.
 Simms along with a number of British engineers was frustrated by the legislation 
of the day, restricting the use of motor vehicles under the most arduous of conditions 
and, while utilising the offi ces of what was to become the RAC and the Society of 
Motor Manufacturers and Traders to challenge these laws, he continued to develop an 
ignition system capable of safely igniting gas in a cylinder at over 1,000 rpm.
 By 1897 or early 1898 Simms became aware of work undertaken by Robert 
Bosch of Stuttgart and although Bosch’s machine was far too cumbersome, he 
provided Bosch with an order and specifi cation for three machines, smaller and 
lighter, therefore more practicable.  Just who invented the trip gear etc. is a matter 
of conjecture, but the rotary armature soon replaced the easily fractured sleeve 
operating arm, and it is Simms who is credited with popularising magneto ignition, 
not only in Great Britain but across the Continent, promoted by the introduction 
of the high-tension magneto which did away with the complicated trip gear and 
igniters, replaced by the more common sparking plug.
 Simms was not solely interested in magneto ignition, in 1899 he fi tted a quick 
fi ring gun behind a shield attached to a self propelled quadricycle, followed by the 
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armoured war car (built by Vickers Sons 
and Maxim) but probably too heavy 
to traverse rough terrain.  In 1900 the 
Simms Motor Wheel appeared, a motor 
tricycle with front wheel drive and 
steering by the single rear wheel, it had 
a remarkable ability to ‘turn turtle’ and 
indeed did so, twice in one afternoon 
negotiating the tram lines of Bath on 
the fi rst day of the Thousand Miles 
Trial, held in of April - May that year.  
An armoured rail car was produced for 
use in Nairobi; a mowing machine was 
fi tted with a Simms engine for Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies Ltd, and a 6 hp engine 
was fi tted to a road roller.
 1901 saw Simms Manufacturing Co Ltd registered as a private company, 
established to manufacture cars, vans, lorries, buses, marine sets, motor driven 
generating sets and pumps etc.  He set up business in Bermondsey where a quantity 
of 2¾ hp and 3½ hp air-cooled engines was produced, designed by Simms himself, 
as well as 6, 8, 12, 20 and 30 hp water-cooled engines and marine sets.  An overhead 
camshaft 100 hp engine was produced for Tottenham Fire Brigade and some 
experimental airships were fi tted with Simms engines.
 By 1907 the long standing commercial arrangements with Bosch were breaking 
down to such an extent that in July Robert Bosch purchased the magneto department 
of Simms Manufacturing Co Ltd.  Thereafter, magnetos were supplied direct to this 
country from the Bosch factory in Stuttgart and, under the terms of the sale, Simms 
Manufacturing Co Ltd retained the right to manufacture British magnetos under the 
Simms Bosch patents, and sell them as Simms magnetos.  Prior to this Simms had 
confi ned their activities mainly to engine production and development.
 October 1907 saw the formation of Simms Magneto Co Ltd, but recruitment 
of an experienced workforce proved problematic and the fi ne tolerances and fi nish 
involved in armature production required signifi cant investment in new machinery.  
Foreign competition was fi erce and, despite repeated warnings to the War Offi ce, the 
Admiralty, and numbers of British car Manufacturers about their reliance on foreign 
suppliers, Simms had to close down, 18 months before the outbreak of the First 
World War.  This was despite the acknowledged high quality of production and the 
British Thomson Houston Co. took the key staff and stock to Coventry.
 F R Simms’ valiant attempt to insulate Great Britain from its reliance on 
foreign made components was doomed due to lack of support, but the demise of 
Simms Magneto Co Ltd had cost Simms personally a sum in excess of £31,000, a 
signifi cant sum of money in those days.  Alas it must be said that, instead of focusing 
his extraordinary talents on one or two aspects of internal engine technology, he spread 
himself too thinly across such varied applications as engines, lorries, buses, and war 

Mr FR Simms demonstrating his Quadricycle 
with Quick-Firing Gun, 1899
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vehicles, aeroplanes, indeed anything 
related to motorisation.  Undeterred, 
he continued making small batches 
of automotive products – vulcanisers, 
electrical and mechanical horns, 
motorcycle and light car dynamos etc, 
generally anything he thought where 
the market would expand and come 
into common usage.
 Detailed discussions took 
place with British Thomson Houston 
Co Ltd about the continued production 
of magnetos in the UK, but agreement 
could not be reached on price.  
Needless to say, at the outbreak of the 

Great War, supplies from Bosch in Germany ceased and so magneto production in 
its entirety fell upon Simms Motor Units Ltd, a relatively new company established 
in April 1913 with offi ces registered at 191 Wardour Street, London.  Fortunately, 
Simms had formed the The Simms Magneto Co Ltd in New Jersey, USA, in 1910 
and, during the spring of 1914, he visited the USA factory to arrange for valuable 
supplies to this country during the whole of the fi rst World War.  In 1919 this factory 
passed into the hands of the Bendix Aviation Corporation of America, shortly after 
the cessation of hostilities.
 During the war years Simms established a series of sales and maintenance 
centres around the world, as continental customers such as Panhard & Levassor, 
Berliet, Aster and Renault were all clamouring for magnetos and spare parts.  
Expansion at Wardour Street took place but it soon became apparent that new 
premises would be needed in the UK.  A small factory at 78a, Salisbury Road, 
Kilburn, London became the insulator production centre and further expansion 
took place during the summer of 1915 at 75 Newham Street, London.  During this 
time it must be remembered that the supply of materials in suffi cient quantities, and 
working conditions caused by the wartime prohibitions, made production diffi cult 
and development work was almost non-existent.
 Production of sparking plugs made in the UK was matched by the supply of 
American Simms magnetos but the imposition of import duties on magnetos and 
parts for commercial vehicles was yet another stumbling block, so Simms personally 
made representations to the relevant authorities, so successfully that these taxes 
were abolished allowing supplies from America to be distributed to Simms centres 
throughout the allied countries.
 Further expansion continued in 1916 with the “Spares and Repairs” department 
being relocated to 46 – 48 Foley Street and later to 37, Percy Street, London.  This 
expansion is best demonstrated by the total number of employees – 13 when fi rst 
registered in 1913; increasing to 331 at the beginning of February 1919.

The Bosch 4-cylinder magneto fi tted to Mike 
Sutcliffe’s 1908 Leyland X2 bus, a very lucky 
fi nd at the Beaulieu Autojumble.
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 During the later war years 
it became apparent that all the 
individual premises employed by 
Simms would need to be housed 
in a more permanent and all 
encompassing site.   So, in 1920, 
Simms reported to the Board that 
he had located a suitable premises 
of  30,000 square feet on a site of 
about six acres that would provide 
the necessary room for future 
development.  The purchase of the 
East Finchley building for £32,125 
coincided with the 1920-21 world 
recession.  This had a signifi cant 
impact on the motor industry as a 
whole and Simms would have to 
mothball Finchley at a cost of £4,000 a year – it would be a further fi ve years before 
it would re-open for production.  In the meantime the company purchased several 
sites throughout the world, New Zealand, Montreal, Toronto, New South Wales, 
Johannesburg and Cape Town, supported by licenses issued to Italy, Austria and 
Germany with the Simms Vernier couplings being produced in Lyons, France.
         F R Simms continued to head the Company’s complex range of outlets and 
saw profi ts rise from £2,000 in 1922 to over £44,000 in 1929, despite the effects of 
the General Strike of 1926.  Eight months of industrial unrest was the cause of the 
demise of many manufacturers associated with the motor industry, but Simms still 
managed to clear £30,000 profi t in that year.
          International dealerships were awarded licenses to market and maintain Simms 
products.  In 1926, the mothballed Finchley factory was re-opened, creating a much 
more effi cient production and repairs facility, to service not only the 16 home market 
branches, but the international outlets as well.
          By 1930 the introduction of the heavy oil Diesel Engine caused a signifi cant drop 
in Magneto sales so it was decided to branch out into the diesel injection equipment 
market.  To reconstruct the manufacturing processes of the company demanded great 
knowledge and understanding of these new processes and the extraordinarily fi ne 
tolerances required.  This required signifi cant capital expenditure on machinery and 
training so by 1935, having overseen this transformation F R Simms, aged 71 handed 
in his resignation, leaving a well established UK based company of international 
repute to carry on his name.
          It must be stated at this time Leyland Motors Ltd, although a long standing 
magneto and lighting customer of Simms, was never in a position to infl uence Simms 
production, but this was about to change.  More of which will follow in Part 2, yet to 
be written but hopefully in the next issue of Torque.

The Simms SR4L magneto, as fi tted to most 1920s 
Leylands.  Later models were lighter, the SR4LE, 
with the SR6LE for 6-cylinder engines.  The HT 
wires on a Leyland were of different colours so 
that it was easy to determine which was which at 
the other end of the ignition tube.
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Recently discovered photographs have prompted this short article supplemented by extracts 
from the Leyland Motors’ General Manager’s Reports.  The Leyland Society Archive Fund has 
enabled this information and text to be made available by copying documents and scanning 
photographs so that they create a historical record that can easily be researched.  There are 
many more stories to be told relating to the history of this once great British company.
          At the end of the First World War there was a surplus of everything, manpower, 
lorries, aircraft and lots more but more importantly the world had taken a giant 
leap forward in technology and engineering.  Over a four year period the design of 
aircraft had proceeded at a great pace and one man in England felt that the impetus 

in aircraft design needed to be directed towards 
British commercial aviation.
          That man was Sir Alan John Cobham, 
KBE, AFC (1894-1973) who was to pioneer 
long distance fl ight, for which he was knighted 
in 1926 after fl ying from Britain to Australia and 
back in a De Havilland DH50 fl oatplane.  To 

The KG2 Cub PL 9631 supplied 
by Leyland for the UK tour of Sir 
Alan Cobhams Flying Circus.  It 
had a very elaborate illuminated 
headboard and the sign-writing 
left no doubt as who built it.

(BCVMT L011038)
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further his passion for commercial aviation 
and remembering that very few people 
had experienced fl ight he began to tour the 
United Kingdom in 1932 with his ‘National 
Aviation Day’ display team which comprised 
up to fourteen aircraft of all sizes, very 
experienced pilots and a support team.  This 
enterprise became known as “Cobham’s 
Flying Circus” where stunt fl ying attracted 
crowds to the display where they were then 
offered at moderate cost, a chance to have a fl ight in a passenger aircraft.  It is indeed 
a fascinating story which was not restricted to recognised airfi elds or airports but 
they would use any suitable fl at piece of grass big enough to accommodate the show.  
The chosen passenger plane was the new Airspeed Ferry not surprisingly because 
Cobham was an Airspeed board member, the company only being founded in 1931.  
He ordered two aircraft for the 1932 season, these planes were built in the old bus 
garage situated at 17-21 Piccadilly, York.  The designer of the Ferry was Neville Shute 
Norway – Neville Shute who was to become more famous as an author.  During the 
1932 season in the UK the two Airspeed Ferry aircraft jointly accomplished 9,180 
take offs and landing during which almost 92,000 passengers were carried.

An enlargement of the Cub picture

The Public Address van extolling the virtues of Osram Valves!  All vans carried the legend 
‘Leyland Transport Service’ and were numbered 1 to 4.                         (BCVMT L012272)
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          An important 
part of the fl ying 
circus was the 
support team 
whose job was 
to prepare and 
repair aircraft, 
ensure adequate 
spares, fuel and 
lubrication was 
available and 
when off the 
beaten track 
prepare the grass 
landing strips.  
Of course, to be 
able to do this a 
fl eet of vehicles 
were needed; 

just how Leyland Motors became involved in the National Aviation Day displays is not 
clear –  perhaps Henry Spurrier, who had served as a WWI pilot, knew Cobham, both 
being RFC/RAF men, or it may have been seen purely as a commercial opportunity 
to show Leyland products at work. 
 Initially a Leyland Cub KG2 van, registered PL 9631, was supplied along 
with a TSW1 Hippo, registered TF 8100. These were painted a light cream colour 
with contrasting mudguards and sign written to advertise the aviation day displays 
and that the vehicles were built by Leyland Motors Ltd.  Other support vehicles 
being trialed were supplied by Bedford and Ford.  The Hippo was used to carry the 
‘Golden Arrow’; this car had captured the World Land Speed Record at Daytona 
Beach, USA on the 29th March 1929 at a speed of 231.45 mph driven by Sir Henry 
Segrave (another ex RFC/RAF pilot).  The car’s bodywork had been designed by J.S 
Irvine, an ex-Sunbeam designer, and built by Thrupp & Maberly.  The engine was a 
specially prepared 23.9 litre W12 Napier Lion VIIa, producing 925 hp @ 3,300 rpm.  
Members of the public paid to look over the car on the Hippo, with a set of steps 
and a gangway running around the Hippo body providing access to the car.  Sadly, 
Segrave had been killed on 13th June 1930 after capturing the World Water Speed 
Record on Lake Windermere in Miss England II, he was just 33. 
 After a successful season at home, Cobham decided to take the whole display 
team to South Africa for the winter of 1932/33 with a view that this kind of aviation 
circus had not been seen there.  The departure was sometime towards the end of 
November 1932, Leyland once again cooperated and supplied four new Cub vans, this 
time mounted on three axle KDSX1 chassis, their van bodies being built at Kingston.  
One vehicle was fi tted out with public address equipment, clearly identifi ed by the 

Leyland supplied this TSW4 Hippo, chassis no 1451, to carry Segraves 
‘Golden Arrow’ World Land Speed Record car, it became an added 
attraction to the Flying Circus.                                 (BCVMT L011154)
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three loudspeaker 
horns mounted on the 
roof.  Interestingly 
the vans were sign 
written in English and 
Afrikaans including 
the Leyland Motors’ 
address in Capetown.  
The show was now 
offi cially known as 
‘Sir Alan Cobham’s 
Air Display’.
 The arrival at 
Capetown prompted 
Leyland Motors SA 
Ltd. to ensure maxi-
mum publicity, and 
the South African 
manager’s monthly 
report to HQ at Leyland included a number of mentions of the ‘Flying Circus’.  
South Africa is a large country which was covered by a number of Leyland depots to 
which salesmen were attached, who travelled far and wide often reporting on local 
politics and commenting on what “the AEC, the Guy, the Thornycroft & the Albion” 
were doing to sell their vehicles to local companies and municipalities, and often 
these reports were couched in forthright terms.  One such report concerning the Air 
Display Team is reproduced here, on page 26.  
          The fi nal conclusion of the benefi ts of being associated with the ‘Flying Circus’ 
appeared after they had left South Africa for England in February 1933.  It confi rmed 
that the four Cubs had impressed quite a few customers, especially their reliability 
and how they had coped with the rugged terrain.  Very few major problems had been 
experienced, the most serious had been a bent front axle, which had been straightened 
by a local blacksmith, and a broken spring.  All in all the cost of providing support 
transport for Sir Alan Cobham’s National Aviation Display Days in the UK and Sir 
Alan Cobham’s Air Display team in South Africa had been a resounding publicity 
success for Leyland.  No mention is made in the GM’s reports of what happened to 
the four vans so we are unable 
to confi rm that they came back 
to England, perhaps they were 
sold in South Africa.

No doubt a publicity picture. Is this Sir Alan Cobham signing 
autographs for this group of young ladies?  Note the Tiger Moth in 
the background.                                                 (BCVMT L011165)

Pictured outside the offi ces at Ham 
Works, Kingston, the four KDSX1 
Cubs ready for shipping to South 
Africa. (BCVMT L012211)
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NATIONAL AVIATION DAY DISPLAY, 1932   -   LEIGHTON BUZZARD FLYING GROUND24

The Flying Circus operated in all weather conditions, the 25th April 1932 saw them at Leighton Buzzard Flying Gound, Billington Road.  The Cub van and the KP2 Cub Demonstrator Bus, PL 9902, fl y the 
Leyland fl ag!  It appears that the Gilford coach on the left has lost traction!                            (BCVMT L011108)

25
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An extract copied from the General Manager’s Report for January 1933. 
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Thanks to John Battersby, Colin Bull, John Fallon, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, Tony 
Hall, Don Hilton, John Howie, David Hurley, Paul Lacey, Graham Ledger, Jannes Nijhof, 
Richard Peskett, Michael Plunkett, Alan Pritchard, Derek Roy, John Shearman,  Mike 
Sutcliffe, John C Thompson, Alan Townsin and Roger Warwick – 21 readers, almost 
equalling the record response – really well done and thank you everyone!
Leyland Lion LSC3, YV 5406 (Torque Nos.57, 58 & 62)

 David Hurley is convinced that this rather fi ne photograph 
of YE 9650 is of the same vehicle as seen in side view in 
Torque No.62.  In this picture ‘United’ can be clearly seen 
on the radiator and it had a Beadle body.          
 Here also is an interesting advertising card image of 
similar Lion YV 5500 sent by Richard Peskett, this time 
under the Blue Belle Motors name.
Seagull, Blackpool, Cub KP1, FV 1648 (Torque 
Nos.61 & 62)
 Paul Lacey points out that Seagull (S & J Wood) also had 
a Badger with a body with a lot of similarities - see The 

(Chris Stanley collection)
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Leyland Bus (Doug Jack) p.85.  Wood’s had other coaches bodied by Burlingham, 
whilst the Cub body shares similarities with other bodies by that fi rm.
(Unknown), Leyland Tiger TS1 or TS2? CK 4120 (Torque Nos.61 & 62)   
 Alan Townsin 
also thinks that this 
might have been a 
Burlingham body, 
built in the days of 
transition from the 
traditional style of 
charabanc body, 
with fi xed sides and 
glass side windows 
but still a folding 
roof, including that 
for the cab – now 
described as the “All-weather” style of body.
 John Howie has sent this picture of  Ribble & Scout Titans at the Grand 
National, probably the 1931 meeting referred to. 
Pye’s Motor Tours, Rhos, Leyland Tiger TS7, BTU 257 (Torque No.62)
 There were several replies about this coach, with everyone agreeing about 
its details.  The body was by Harrington, FC32F, and Mike Fenton and David 
Hurley confi rm that it was a Tiger TS7, chassis No.8306, new in 3/36.  David has 
also provided the following information about Pye:  John Pye originally operated 
in Heswall on the Wirral peninsular (then part of Cheshire) but sold his bus 
services to Crosville for £25,000 on 22/1/1924, passing 20 vehicles including a 
Bristol 4 ton 28 seat chara FY3510 – the fi rst Bristol that Crosville had owned.  No 
Leylands though!  He obviously had to move away because of restrictions in the 
sale agreement and chose Rhos-on Sea to go into coaching, but the local internet 
site states that he did not come to Rhos until 1929.  Apparently the fi rm faded out 
in the 1960s.
A House & Co, Leyland Tiger TS7, CKO 224 (Torque No.62)
 There are just minor disagreements in the two responses to this item.  The 
body was by Duple (6359), C31 or 32R on a Tiger TS7 (9141) chassis.  It was new 
in 1935 or perhaps 1/36 to Brodie, Farnborough, Kent.  A House & Co were based 
in Boscombe providing transport for contractors.   I think that Duple were ahead of 
their time with this very attractive design.
Cityrama, Royal Tiger Worldmaster, GL-65-00 (Torque No.62)
 Oh dear!  What have I done?  Twelve people wrote in to point out that I can’t 
tell a Portuguese license plate from a Dutch one!  I felt a bit better about this when it 
was pointed out that both countries used similar styles of number plates in the 1960s 
and confusion was common!

(John Howie collection)
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 John Battersby was working in Sales in Portugal at the time and ordered the 
chassis, type LCRT2/1 (chassis L22410, line no.5053) in July 1964 for this coach.  
The Lisbon operator was Capistranos, a friend of Salvador Caetano whose company 
built the body.  LM Engineering agreed to the double-deck Cityrama for Lisbon City 
tours.  It is pictured by the Torre de Belem (Belem Tower) in Lisbon.
 The coach was featured in Leyland Journal, Jan 1968, and described in 
detail there.  The Leyland Bus (Doug Jack) gives the following details:  body type 
CH33/36DD,  2 + 1 seating upstairs, downstairs 2 each side of the gangway, access 
to upper deck by an open spiral staircase, length 39ft and height 14ft 7in.  So it 
clearly was well over the present-day European height limit of just over 13ft.
Tiger Café (Torque No.62)
 This seems to have been well known to several people.  The accompanying 
photograph was taken in 1959 showing it carrying registration CK 4099, making it 
formerly Ribble 617, TS2, 60496 of 5/29, originally with a Leyland body.  It was 
sold in 10/38 to Hever (Darenth Hire) of Eynsford, Kent who fi tted it with a pre-war 
Duple C32R body.  Then to P Hearn, WC1 in 5/41; to Tipping, Malvern 9/41 to /47; 
then to Bayliss, Dymock, Glos 8/48 to 9/53.  After its time as a static snack bar, it 
went to the West of England Transport Museum in 1974 where it was reportedly 
broken for spares.
 Unfortunately, there seems to have been some confusion about this item.  
The same two photographs appeared in Torque No.24 (Summer 2004) in ‘Food for 
Thought No.106’ under the heading ‘Gloucestershire Tearoom’ with much of the 
above information included.  However, the subsequent follow-up did not complete 

the full story whereas 
this time we now 
have a good idea 
of its history and 
fate.  Apologies 
to Steve Milner 
for the misleading 
comments in the last 
issue: he obviously 
had the photographs 
in 2004, but now we 
can show additional 
information.            

NEW ITEMS
Leyland Comet and Leyland PD1 on Trade Plates
 Here are two for the price of one.  Both appear to be demonstrators with a 
third, Duple bodied coach, partially seen behind.  The single-decker is obviously an 
export model since it has LH drive.  The double-decker has some ‘Brush’ features 
but has an uncommon overall appearance and is unlike other Brush bodies of that 
time which I know of.  

(Mike Fenton)
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(OS – CF Klapper)

Davies, Leyland TD1, WW 6x97
 It is suggested that Davies was a Welsh operator but registration letters WW 
were from Yorkshire.  The body looks too modern (!) to be original to a TD1.

(Leyland Society Archive)
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Valiant, Leyland PSU1, WMT 321
 This is something a bit more up-to-date for a change. A Royal Tiger with an 
unusual-looking coach body full of happy passengers.  Note the centre entrance, a 
fairly common feature of the time, popular because two lucky people could then sit 
next to the driver (with no seat belts!).  

(OS – JF Parke)
Pride of the East, Leyland TS1, MS 8671
          Is this a bus or a coach and who built the body?  It might well have been 
rebodied since a CovRad radiator has been fi tted.

(OS – JF Parke)
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 Unable to fi nd room for a lorry or afford the running costs?  Ever thought of 
a model one that you can drive?  I have the solution in the form of Radio Control 
(R/C) models of lorries as they enable me to build up a small fl eet without taking up 
much space; I can drive them whenever the mood takes me, without the MOTs, road 
tax, insurance and other hassle that accompanies operating the full sized vehicles!  
My models are built to a scale of 1:14 and utilise running gear from Tamiya, who 
produce kits of American and European vehicles.  The American ones are more 
generic designs rather than exact replicas of the original whereas the European ones 
are much closer to the original.  For me, the Tamiya range is somewhat limited as 
it does not feature any Leyland or Leyland DAF vehicles.  I should point out that 
Tamiya are not the only manufacturer of model lorry kits but in my experience offer 
the best cost/realism balance by far.  
 A Tamiya kit for a European lorry includes all the components to build a 
realistic vehicle.  Included in the kit are thread lock, grease and an easy to follow 
build manual; time spent studying this will considerably ease the assembly process.  
The most complex component of the kit is a fully functional 3-speed gearbox which 
is almost a kit in its own right, containing gears, shafts and selectors, not dissimilar 
to a real gearbox.  The front axle has to be built up from a centre beam, king pins 

and steering arms, it is suspended by leaf springs 
assisted by shock absorbers.  The rear axles have 
alloy diff casings and gears, steel half shafts, all 
enclosed in a two piece plastic housing which 

My current fl eet of radio control 
Leylands.  A Roadtrain Interstate 
and two Constructors.
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is again suspended on leaf springs.  The chassis is formed from an alloy channel 
which is predrilled and tapped to accept the various components.  There is also a 
fi fth wheel which is not totally realistic but it is a case of ease of operation rather 
than accuracy.  To add more operating interest and enjoyment, Tamiya also produce 
a range of compatible trailers.  For the true enthusiast, it is also possible to add 
proprietary sound and lighting units which duplicate engine, airbrake and trailer 
coupling noises as well as working indicator and road lights. 
Radio Control Basics
 Generically, radio control models are controlled by a hand-held transmitter 
that sends signals to vehicle-mounted receivers which are in turn connected to 
servo motors.  The transmitters used to operate a model lorry normally have two 
bi-directional joy sticks which control 4 functions on the model vehicle.  The basic 
requirement for vehicle control includes steering, forward/reverse speed and gear 
changing.  Depending on the level of complexity that is required, it is possible to 
add other functions to the model and these can be controlled by toggle switches 
on the transmitter.  Steering and gear changing are achieved by servos which are 
electro/mechanical devices connected to the receiver.  The servos are mounted at 
the front of the chassis and connected by ball jointed linkages to the front axle and 
gearbox.  The output from a servo is in direct proportion to the movement of the 
transmitter joystick.  The control of speed 
and forward/reverse are by means of an 
electronic speed controller which controls 
the speed and direction of the drive motor 
in proportion to transmitter joystick 
movement.  The drive motor is mounted 
under the cab and fastened directly to 
the gearbox in a similar position to a real 
lorry.  The models are normally powered 
by a 7.2 volt battery pack which gives a 
typical running time of 2 hours depending 
on the type of motor used in the model. 
Constructor 8
 The fi rst model I built was an “out of the box” American truck which was 
followed by a Scania kit modifi ed into a twin drive (double drive) 8 wheeler.  After 
a while, I felt I needed another challenge to build something different from the 
average and my thoughts turned to re-cabbing the Scania with an Ergomatic cab and 
recovery body.  It was while checking details of the Ergomatic cab that I became 
reacquainted with the Leyland T45 range in the shape of a Roadtrain operated by 
Kevin Dennis of Skegness.  I had previously spent time in the passenger seat of a 
Rolls Royce powered Roadtrain, so my thoughts then changed to re-cabbing the 
Scania as a Leyland T45 Constructor 8 wheeler.  The Scania had been built up as a 
hook loader and I built the hook loader mechanism myself.  With that experience, I 
expected it would be a straight forward job to build a replacement cab but as with 

This view of the underside of the Interstate 
chassis shows the miniature propshaft and 
steering controls. 
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many things in life, the more I researched, the more complicated things became!  
Fortunately, I contacted the Leyland Society who put me in contact with Gary Dwyer 
who was, and still is, of great help in clarifying the differences between the various 
versions of the T45 range.  After some deliberation, I decided to build a high datum 
sleeper version of the Leyland C40 cab as this would be the best suited to house 
the necessary electrical equipment to operate the model.  The high datum C40 cab 
was normally found on Roadtrain tractor units and the military hook loader 8x6 
(DROPS) vehicles.  A limited number of Constructor 8s were also fi tted with the 
high datum cab by Scammell to special order.
 To begin construction, the basic cab dimensions were determined from 
photographs and brochures from which templates were made from card to check the 
fi t of the various cab elements to the chassis.  The templates were used to transfer 
the shapes to 1.5 mm thick styrene sheet.  Styrene sheet is used because it is easy 
to cut and suffi ciently rigid to form the cab shell.  It is joined by using Humbrol 
polystyrene cement or Revell Contacta, similar to that used to assemble the Airfi x 
kits of our younger days.  The styrene parts were bonded together to form a basic cab 
shell to which a cut down version of the Tamiya windscreen was attached.  I fi nd it 
more successful to make the components slightly oversize and blend into the required 
shape rather than rely on fi ller to rectify any mistakes.  The cab shell above the wings 
was made as a removable section to gain access to the battery and electrics while 
the lower section was bolted to the chassis.  A certain amount of modeller’s licence 
has been used in the construction because the model is driven around the garden or 
around the internal roads of Clumber Park near Worksop where a few of us meet 

on a monthly basis to run 
our models and exchange 
ideas.  They are working 
models so fi ne detail such as 
side bars would not last long 
under these conditions.  The 
Constructor was taken to 
the 2011 Leyland Gathering 
where it attracted some 
attention. Kevin Dennis and 
Gary both gave it the once 
over and I came away with 
the intention of adding a visor 
and the top marker lights 
which will be added soon.  

Roadtrain
 Following the success of the Constructor, I decided to try my hand at an Interstate 
version of the twin steer Roadtrain as something really different.  The model was based 
once more on Tamiya running gear.  The templates from the high datum Constructor 

The high datum cab under construction.  Care was 
required to replicate the design features of the original. 
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8 cab were adapted 
to the shape of the 
Interstate with the 
higher roof, further 
templates being made 
to evaluate sizing for 
the air kit.  The cab 
was constructed in 
a similar manner to 
the Constructor with 
a removable shell 
mounted above the 
wings fi xed to the 
chassis.  Similar to 
the real thing, the 
second steer axle was 
made as a lift axle to enable more weight to be put onto the drive axle at times where 
more grip was needed.  While the model is built to 1:14, obstructions are still built 
to 1:1 scale and so the same traction problems that affect real vehicles also apply 
to models when running surfaces become slippery!  An extending twin axle trailer 
was also built to go with the Interstate to make it more like the real thing and add a 
challenge when driving it.
Constructor 6x6
 My thoughts then turned to something more adventurous in the form of a 
6-wheel drive Constructor 6 with a tipper body.   Although Leyland never offered a 
6 x 6 version with a driven front axle as a production option, I decided to try to build 
one just to see if could be done.  Brochures and chassis drawings were again used as 
the source of information together with photos of this type of cab taken at the 2011 
Leyland Society Gathering and the AEC centenary meeting in 2012.  
 Work started on the mechanical components, the fi rst job being to decide on 
the length of chassis.  I found a 1980s magazine with a road test of a Constructor and 
as is usual for these tests, specifi cations were quoted which included the wheelbase, 
so this information was scaled to 1:14.  The build commenced using a Tamiya King 
Hauler chassis with the intention of building a custom chassis once locations of the 
tipper gear and running gear had been decided.  The model is driven by a Carson 
truck puller motor through a Tamiya 3-speed gearbox.  The rear axles are normal 
Tamiya truck ones with chunky tyres on dual wheels.  The front axle was taken from 
a Tamiya TLT-01 off-roader but this axle is wider than the truck front axle, so wheels 
with a suitable inset were needed to keep all the wheels aligned.  A solution was found 
in the form of the inner wheels from the twin rear wheels.  As is mostly the case with 
powered front axles, the steering lock is reduced compared to an unpowered one 
but for the added traction available, it is only a small disadvantage.  Much thought, 
trial and error went into deciding upon the best way to provide drive to the front and 

The Interstate 6x2 and trailer combination.  The second axle has 
been raised to transfer more weight to the drive axle. 
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rear axles.  It soon became 
clear that the best way to 
split the drive to the front 
and rear axles was to use 
a transfer box, replicating 
the construction of a full-
sized vehicle.  A scratch-
built transfer box was built 
and mounted on one of the 
chassis cross members.  It 
was manufactured from 
6 mm Perspex side plates 
supporting a pair of gears, 
the input gear being driven 
by the output cup of the 
Tamiya gearbox via a short 
drive shaft.  The output 
gear is mounted on a lower 

shaft with forward and rearward outputs to the drive shafts to the axles.  The front 
drive shaft has to run under the gearbox and therefore the latter was raised by 6mm, 
the rear shaft connects straight to the front of the twin drive rear axles.  
 It was now time to decide if the cab was to be a day or sleeper cab so templates 
of the side of each type were made and offered up to the chassis to decide which 
way to go.  Even though the model was of a tipper, the sleeper cab seemed to look 
better and would give more room to house the electrics.  Because the model will 
be mainly used outside, the electrics are fi tted into the cab so that it can be an all-
weather model.  The high datum templates were used to locate the window apertures 
but modifi ed to allow for the lower cab mounting and corresponding curved door 
openings.  Even at 1:14 scale, there is 20mm difference in the height.  The rest of 
the cab vertical sections were cut out and the whole assembly glued together with 
reinforcement at the rear corners and around the front curved corners.  The roof 
and rear panel were built up in layers in the same manner as the previous cabs.  
The front wings are a different shape from the high datum ones so new templates 
were made.  They were laminated from both 1.5 and 1.0 mm plastic card because 
the front edge of the lower step is very narrow and extra strength was needed.  The 
wings were cut and fi led to shape very carefully at the front end and then glued into 
place along with the rear edges.  The shape was then checked with the template and 
fi led until an accurate shape was obtained.  The front cross member was made and 
fi tted to hold the front edges of the wings in place.  Once this structure had dried, 
the steps were cut and fi tted.  This completed the lower cab assembly, apart from 
the indicator lenses which were fi tted later after the assembly had been painted.
 The tipper body and lifting mechanism were also built from scratch.  The 
tipper body was formed from 0.6mm steel, the top edge was folded round a piece 

The Constuctor 6 was built as a 6x6 to give better traction.  
The differential of the front axle can be seen in this photo. 
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of 6mm thick aluminium with the aid of a vice and panel beater’s hammer.  The 
hammer gives light indentations which resemble day-to-day contact with a loading 
shovel.  The front of the body was also from steel and soldered into place.  The rear 
door was made from aluminium with plastic strip to give the ribbed shape of the 
ones in a period Leyland brochure.  It has off-set hinges at the top to give a self-
closing/delayed opening action.  The tipping gear is driven using an electric motor 
and gearbox, with a 50:1 gearbox from MFA/COMO drills.  It is a powerful unit 
drawing only 1 amp when tipping about 4 kgs.  The gearbox drives an 8mm threaded 
bar via a universal joint coupling and the tipping arm runs along this bar to raise the 
body.  Brackets are fi tted to the rear, outer edge of the chassis to act as pivot points 
for the body.  The body is bolted to a 10x13x10 mm aluminium channel so that all 
the lifting force is taken on the channel rather than the tipper body.
 The completed vehicle was degreased, primed and sprayed Volkswagen 
Brilliant Orange which is a close match to one of the standard Leyland T45 colours 
of the 1980s.  When the model was tested, the traction was amazing, 45 degree 
slopes proving to be no problem and articulation of the rear bogie being more than 
adequate.  This model is able to go over terrain that even the fully loaded twin drive 
8-wheeler cannot cope with.  It easily climbed a sandy bank which has previously 
defeated attempts with twin drive models, the all-wheel drive making light work of 
the incline and loose surface.   The only down side being the wide turning circle but 
that is not a problem in the wide open spaces of Clumber park although a simulated 
road circuit will probably be a different story.
          I hope this brief introduction into the world of radio controlled vehicles and 
modelling Leylands has been of interest.   If anyone should require any further details 
please feel free to contact me via the Society.   (All photographs by Michael Crooks)

The Constructor 6 being loaded with gravel at Clumber Park.  The 6x6 confi guration gives 
good traction under these conditions. 
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 This article follows the interesting career of a solitary Leyland Tiger PS1/1, 
which also had the distinction of being the last PSV of that make in service with 
the Thames Valley Traction Co. Ltd, a fl eet which at one time standardised on 
Leylands.
 South Midland Motor Services Ltd of Oxford had ordered a number of 
Leyland types pre-war, with Tiger TS3, TS4, TS6 and TS7, Cub SKPZ2 and Cheetah 
LZ2As all represented, giving the fl eet the appearance more associated with larger 
concerns. Harrington had been a favoured coachbuilder for some time, and had the 
war not started some Tiger TS8s with bodies built at Hove would have followed.  
In the meantime the Company had been acquired by Red & White Services Ltd, 
in October 1945, though it retained its identity, as did Newbury & District Motor 
Services Ltd. and Venture Ltd. of Basingstoke, both based south of Oxford.
 Red & White was hard pressed to build up replacement fl eets for these 
concerns, but in respect of the outstanding orders for South Midland, it did secure 

a promise of delivery of a Leyland Tiger of 
the new PS1/1 type, which was chassis no. 
462028 (line no.233).  What should have 
been its Harrington body was cancelled, but 
a subsequent approach to Duple met with a 
response that it would be about two years for 
such an order to materialise!

Posed by the Thames at Caversham 
Promenade, the rebodied Car 169 is 
resplendent in the sunshine.  Note 
the Union Jacks and insignia of 
the Festival of Britain adorning the 
exposed radiator.  

(Paul Lacey collection)
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 Red & White, a fi rm nurtured on a sound engineering background, set about 
rebuilding existing vehicles, even to the extent of creating some ‘new’ ones.  Such 
an example was the batch of ex-Scottish Motor Traction 1934 AEC Regal 4 chassis, 
which were rebuilt with Gardner 5LW engines and united with second hand ECW 
bodies of a slightly later vintage, formerly on North Western Road Car Co. Bristol 
JO5Gs.  In addition, there was a slightly earlier ex- NWRCC ECOC body, built 
in May 1936, so it was decided that this would go onto the new Leyland.  The 
body chosen was to the high NWRCC specifi cation, with high-backed seats, but also 
had a sliding roof, used by North Western on inter-urban express services, the body 
being taken to Mumford’s at Lydney.  That coachbuilder had originally been based 
in Plymouth, but more recently had come under R&W control, so was moved to 
Lydney, where the Watts family (as Directors of R&W and former residents) wanted 
to improve the job situation there.
 And so this 1936 ECOC DP31R body was overhauled and mounted on the 
Tiger chassis and, interesting to note, is that when the original Certifi cate of Fitness 
was issued in the South Wales Traffi c Area it was made out to Venture of Basingstoke, 
such was the fl uidity of vehicle supply within the group; delayed deliveries often 
causing re-allocations from the original plans.  And so it was that this completed 
vehicle was allocated to South Midland, being registered as LWL 995 in May 1947, 
and bore fl eet number 38.  It saw use on the London express service, along with 
some of the contract work that SM were heavily involved in as various local wartime 
sites assumed new peacetime roles.
 With the start of Nationalisation of the bus industry, the Directors of Red & 
White had to face the issue of whether to sell out voluntarily or risk a poorer return 
through compulsory acquisition, opting for the former.  This meant that from 1st 
January 1950, both South Midland and Newbury & District came under the control of 
the Reading-based Thames Valley Traction Co Ltd, big purchasers of Leylands in pre-

Seen at Gloucester Green in Oxford ready for the London service, South Midland 38 (LWL 
995) is in the form created by Red & White in 1947.                         (Paul Lacey collection)
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war days, and a Chief Engineer Basil Sutton with a great respect for the Lancashire 
engineering.  When Sutton reviewed the fl eets he had inherited, he decided that the 
PS1, along with a trio of South Midland Harrington-bodied Tiger TS7 coaches, 
should be transferred to Newbury & District in exchange for Duple-bodied AEC 
Regal coaches similar to other recent Oxford allocations.  So SM 38 now became 
N&D 169, a fl eet number only recently vacated by a Thames Valley Titan TD1. 
 All these ex-South Midland Tigers were mainly used on contract work, but 
Sutton recognised that the PS1 was wasted in that role, whilst TV was also suffering 
from the post-war shortage of coaches, he considered how it could be better used.  In 
the meantime the legal dimensions for coaches had increased to 30ft in length and 
8ft in width, so he also visited Leyland’s Kingston Works, where he was shown a kit 
on a Tiger PS2 which had been converted from its original 17ft 6ins wheelbase to 
one of 18ft 9ins.
 Armed with the above incentives he proposed that Car 169 should have its 
chassis extended for a 30ft body, also to be 8ft wide but without altering the 7ft 6ins 
width of the chassis.  This was not unusual at that time, as the 30ft length had been 
approved some time before acceptance of the wider maximum, producing many 
‘interim’ vehicles, whilst the re-bodying programme of pre-war vehicles had often 
resulted in the same situation as regards widths of bodies on chassis – an additional 
3in overhang at each side, most notable at the wheel arches.
 The vehicle was driven over to Darby Green, at Blackwater in Surrey, where 
Mr. Shirley parted with “a tenner” for the old body on 5th November 1950, after which 
the chassis was lengthened at Reading Works before being driven up to Lowestoft on 
27th February 1951 for a new body.  At that time TV had a batch of Bristol LWL6B 

Now operating for Newbury & District 169 but still with its original second hand body  
(SNJ White)
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chassis for fi tting with fully-fronted “Queen Mary” bodies at Eastern Coach Works, 
and a similar body was fi tted to Car 169.  A comment by the TV offi cial photographer 
of the time alluded to “an ugly duckling turned into a glorious white swan”, that 
bird’s image often having appeared in Thames Valley publicity over the years.
 In the meantime Sutton contacted the Berkshire CC licensing for a new 
registration for the coach being created, along with the other new builds, but his 
argument that on return 169 would be as good as new was not accepted, much to his 
annoyance as Leyland had even offered to give it new chassis plates!
 One of the incentives for creating another coach was the forthcoming Festival 
of Britain, which opened on 3rd May 1951 and featured events throughout the year, 
with a high amount of coach work associated with it.  As it was, Car 169 did not 
return until 6th June 1951, and indeed it was still lettered out as Newbury & District, 
with an allocation to Newbury.  As such it was a popular coach with drivers, whilst 
the retention of its exposed radiator also kept the Leyland name in view even after 
all the indigenous examples had long disappeared.
 In common with the rest of the Newbury fl eet, Thames Valley fl eetnames 
replaced those of N&D from around 1953, though with Newbury & District on the 
blinds, old hands often displayed that out of sheer nostalgia, whilst at times it could 
be seen with that display, TV fl eetname and on hire to South Midland!  Indeed, when 
a coach was needed for the Irish Tour in 1958, it was 169 that was chosen in view 
of the ease of maintenance for a type common in Ireland rather than sending over a 
Bristol, so the coach reverted to South Midland for a couple of Summers and was 
reduced from 37 to 34 seats for touring, by which time it was also repainted in SM’s 
new maroon and cream livery.

The “White Swan”, now carrying Thames Valley on its sides, but with Newbury & District 
on the blind              (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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 After it re-
turned from Irish 
Tours it went 
onto contract 
work from New-
bury, with TV 
fl eetnames once 
again, fi nally be-
ing sold in July 
1960, the fi nal 
Leyland PSV in 
the Thames Val-
ley fl eet after a 
continuous pres-
ence since 1928.  
All the same, it 
only went as far 

as Frostway’s of Kennington, on the outskirts of Oxford, so was still seen around 
on contract duties for several more years, which is where the author fi rst saw it and 
became curious about its history.
(Paul Lacey’s series of books cover the many Leylands operated by Thames Valley, 
Newbury & District and South Midland, full details of which can be found on www.
paullaceytransportbooks.co.uk, along with current offers)  

Transformed again, with a heavy-looking front bumper and the 
modernised livery of maroon and cream, now on contract duties at 
AERE, Harwell.       (Paul Lacey collection)

An earlier example of a transformed Tiger, when Thames Valley decorated one of its 1932 
Brush-bodied TS4s with this set of swan’s wings for the Royal County Show.  Drivers said 
the TS4s really fl ew along!                    (Paul Lacey collection)
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Restored Leylands in Australia – from Steven King, NSW
 You will no doubt know of the Buffalo restoration undertaken by Bill Basket 
a few years back.  He has now completed  the restoration of a Super Beaver to the 
same very high standard – see photograph attached.  
 Also attached is a 
picture of “Blue Gem” which 
is owned and restored by 
Graham Burnham.  He has 
it on display at the Inverell 
Transport Museum (interim 
buildings so very bad lighting).  
Details are model PH2, chassis 
16020 11541 –  the numbers 
are hard to decipher so I may 
have the odd digit wrong.  
The engine is a model E.36/2, 
25053, (a very early example 
of the detachable Ricardo Head 
engine – Ed.)   The restoration 
was done before the Leyland 
Society came to prominence 
and he was advised by 
‘experts in Sydney’ that it 
was an A model so he can 
be excused for getting some 
things wrong.  However it is a 
very good effort and has some 
nice detail touches.  (This was 
supplied to Sydney Depot in May 
1927 and is defi nitely a model 
PH2, 5 tonner, 16020 is the 
chassis no. and the 11541 would 
be the Sales Order no. – Ed.)
 Some other local news –  
I paid Ray Virtue, down the hill at Grafton, a visit several months ago to have another 
look at his RAF and give him a bit of encouragement.  The chassis number is 12078 
though little has changed since I was last there.  (If correct, 12078 would be a 4 ton model, 
new c1922.)   A mutual friend will give me an introduction to Tony Hutchinson who is 
located near Maitland as he and his father are well on the way to completing a WW1 
Leyland RAF type restoration, with disc wheels on rear and pneumatics on the front, 
so hopefully, we will be able to bring them into the Aussie coterie of RAF restorers!

Super Beaver

The “Blue Gem”
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  You will recall that I purchased the two RAF type Leylands on eBay last 
year and that I am gathering up spares and knowledge before making a start on 
restoration.  (You certainly seem to keep busy down there Steven, do keep up the good 
work! – Ed.)
Crompton Leyland Electricars Ltd – from Keith Roberts
 A short time ago, I wrote a book on the history of ‘Morrison-Electricar’ 
battery electric commercial vehicles, a company I had worked for during my working 
career.  You may remember the many articles I wrote on electric vehicles in ‘Historic 
Commercial.’   I feel the subject will be of interest to your members, not only from a 
general interest in commercial vehicles, but the fact that the manufacturer was once 
part of the Leyland group!
 The business started in 1896 as a family business in Leicester,  as A E Morrison 
Ltd (later A E Morrison & Sons, when his family joined in).  They started making 
bicycles, then sidecars for various motorcycle manufacturers, followed by stationery 
engines, generators, compresssors, garage equipment, battery chargers and sound 
reproduction for the new ‘talkies’ in the late 1920s.  In 1933 they started making 
electric vehicles, amalgamating with the heavy electric vehicle makers Electricars 
Ltd in 1936.  During the war they were bought by Crompton Parkinson.  In 1948, 
the Austin Motor Company took a 50% share, and they became, ‘Austin Crompton 
Parkinson Electric Vehicles Ltd.  In 1968 the company moved to a new factory 
in Tredegar, South Wales.  Austin became part of BMC, and shortly after part of 
the Leyland Group (with a name change to Crompton Leyland Electricars Ltd).  A 
small electric car was made for Lord Stokes, using Austin mini components.  In 
1972 the Department for Industry ordered two electric midi-buses and, to avoid huge 
development costs, purchased 2 Leyland heavy chassis and electrifi ed them!
 This is all covered in my book which is available from myself, at £10.99 plus 
£2.00 P&P, from – 2 The Causeway, Sketty, Swansea  SA2 0SX.
The Leyland O.900 Engine – from Hugh Scofi eld
 Hugh Scofi eld, a member in New Zealand, wrote to us following Gary Dwyer’s 
article on the O.900 engine in Leyland Society Journal No.15.  Hugh wrote:  “Gary’s 
article on the O.900 engine was long overdue and well researched.  However, my 
understanding from Australian operators was that the pneumo-cyclic gearbox was 
not suited to the Buffalo application at all.  From my research, the 20 or so that went 
to Australia and the 4 that came here to New Zealand, were all fi tted with ZF 6 speed 
splitter gearboxes.  Spec sheets obtained from the BCVM support this.  Also, when 
he states the model was soon dropped, what does he mean in time terms?  The few 
that came to this part of the world were as late as 1961/62 giving a series run of some 
7 or 8 years.  The Buffalo is featured in a BP fi lm titled “Cattlemen” – a good watch 
available on CD from the BP archives at Warwick University.”
 Gary has responded:  Thank you for your feedback on the article and I am glad 
you enjoyed it.  Your information about the gearbox was interesting and not entirely 
surprising to me.  My information for the article was taken from articles published on 
the Buffalo at the time of its launch.  I was surprised at the transmission description 
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particularly when thinking about the reliability of the epicyclic transmission in the 
few truck applications tried in the UK.  The transmission durability in buses can 
best be described as “acceptable in the right hands”!  My initial reaction when I 
read the specifi cation for the transmission was that it was very advanced for the 
time and very similar to the automated transmissions of today in its concept.  My 
second thought was that it was probably too early for the technology available at the 
time.  I am not surprised that your examples had more conventional transmissions 
and it would be interesting to fi nd out when this change occurred.  Information on 
these models is rather sparse in the UK but that is probably not surprising as most 
Buffalos were exported and its availability was much shorter than the similar Hippo 
and Super Hippo models which continued into the 1980s.
Leylands in Australia – from Steve Green 
 Some old photos from Australia  – two Leylands were owned by my 
grandfather at Wilcannia in western New South Wales pre-WW2.  Both trucks had 
30ft long trays, 10ft wide, and were only allowed to operate West of the Darling 
River.  The Australian Army commandeered both trucks during the war and despite 
several attempts by my grandfather to have the trucks returned they were retained by 
the Army.  (Thank you for these Steve, one of the photos is reproduced here, though quite 
small as they were scanned at a very low resolution, which prevents them being any bigger 
in print – very interesting though – Ed.)

Leyland Titan Seating – from Graham Ledger, Northampton.
 In Torque No.62, a 48 seater TD1 is mentioned with the explanation that the 
low seating capacity was due to gross weight considerations.  I would suggest that 
the choice of 48 was because it was a step (something of a cliff edge) on the taxation 
rate, which was capacity based.  Most pre-war Eastern National double-deckers were 
48 seaters, but wartime deliveries of the same design, all had 55 seats.  When United 
Counties took over the ENOC Midland Area, most of the 48 seaters were upseated to 
55.  If weight was a consideration, then usually it’s front axle weight (vide Daimlers 
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CVs with heavy Gardner 6LWs had the upper deck front seats set well back) but in 
some cases, the low upstairs seating capacity (on lowbridge bodies) was because of 
seats for 3, rather than 4, towards the rear.  

 (I think we’re talking about different things here – when the Titan was fi rst 
introduced there were some pretty drastic measures taken to reduce the weight.  The 
October 1927 Data Sheet No.20 unfortunately doesn’t quote the TD1 chassis weight, but 
shows that when fi tted with the “Titan” 51 seat body, the UW was 5tons 6cwt 2qtrs (laden 
8.13.2).  Weight restrictions then seemed to fade in importance, as by DS21, July 1928, with 
TD1 chassis weight 3.0.3, the UW had gone up to 5.12.3 (with 48 seats), laden 8.19.0 (for 
annual tax £108).  This all remained constant for a while, even with enclosed staircase, 
but then from January 1930, TD1 weights progressively increased in every Data Sheet to 
DS27, March 1931 when the chassis weighed 3.7.1, with UW now 5.17.3 (laden 9.10.2).  
The TD2 chassis, with same 16ft 6in wheelbase, was 5in longer at 25ft 2in, and the chassis 
weight increased again, to 3.16.0 (weights including bodies were not quoted in DS28 dated 
November 1931).
 There may well have been annual licence tax implications based on weights which 
infl uenced seating capacities throughout the 1930s and it would be good to learn more 
about this.  Another factor with lowbridge bodies and a sunken gangway was accessibility 
to reach the nearside seats – it clearly made life slightly easier with a row of three seats 
alternated with rows of four – Ed.) 

Recently found on eBay, and purchased for our Archive, is this delightful picture of two 
Leyland Fire Engines owned by the Farnworth UDC Fire Brigade, Lancs.   Nearest the 
camera is TJ 8547, a Leyland Cub FK4 (chassis 3777), new February 1935 , with F.E.1, TB 
9078 (chassis 11649), new April 1922 and by now on pneumatics, in the centre.  To the right 
is a large Austin, presumably an ambulance.               (Leyland Society Archive)  
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SALES  &  WANTS
Leyland Journals – from number 1, March 1935 to the end of pre-war issues, 
September 1939 with binders, (Sept 1937 missing).  Post-war from Jan 1946 to the 
end in Dec 1970.  These are not complete but include bound volumes for 1948/9 
and 1970 plus 9 complete years and several part years.  Please send for list, offers 
invited.  Robin Hannay, 10 Brooklands Drive, Goostrey, Crewe, Cheshire, CW4 
8JB, phone 01477 532498, or email guyarab1942@yahoo.co.uk

COVER PICTURES
Front Cover                    
 The London Transport RTW class were handsome looking buses, particularly 
in the original livery.  Having said that, the interior fi nish, though being thoroughly 
modern, was not up to the coach-built standard of the usual Leyland product with all 
its highly polished woodwork and coloured roof beadings – which had its roots in 
the mid 1930s.  The Leyland Titan 6RT, as it was called, also had front mudguards 
that harked back to the 1930s but its RT lines were good and the overall appearance 
was very pleasing.  RTW1, KGK 501, was the fi rst of 500 and had a 1947 chassis 
number, 472472, (Line no.1) despite it not being completed until February 1949 
when this photograph was taken.  Great care must have been taken so as to not 
damage the paintwork, or put dents in the roof panels.  The platform tilted to 28 
degrees whereas the body tilted to about 32.5 degrees, less than the 42 marked on 
the board, presumably the limit allowed?  (BCVMT  L037136)
Back Cover   
 This Leyland Octopus, TEW9D, chassis 7237, when photographed on 21st 
March 1949, looked as though it had had a hard life.  Originally.  It was one of a 
batch of six registered in Leicestershire, JU 6453, to Kinders Haulage, Blaby, in June 
1935, but had passed to Bowler & Mack Ltd, London SE5, as their number 118.   
Kinders was run by a lady called Miss Alice Walker – who can tell us more about 
Miss Walker and her wagons?   (BCVMT L037443)
Last issue, Torque No.62, Front Cover
 Richard Peskett tells us that the cover picture was taken in South West India, 
the Periyar River rises in the Cardamon Hills and fl ows westerly towards the coast 
at Cochin ( Calicut is somewhat north of Cochin ).           
Last issue, Torque No.62, Back Cover
 The photograph was thought to have been taken at the back, right hand side, 
of the Running Shop at South Works, now the British Commercial Vehicle Museum.  
However, Alan Pritchard tells us that in the BCVM building, the only windows 
are on the King Street side and they have horizontal concrete lintels as against the 
arched ones in the photo.  Also the slope of the roof runs at right angles to the 
windows on King St whereas those in the picture are parallel with the windows.  The 
roof construction also appears to be lighter than in the museum.  Having said this, 
the windows shown do resemble some he has seen in photos of South Works which 
could well be where the photo was taken.
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 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its offi cers or the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with additional 
help from Neil Steele. It was printed by AB Print Group, Leeds. Distribution by RnB Mailing, 
Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Summer 2014 issue should be sent to the Editor by 
20th April 2014, please.

 This seems to be a very appropriate Tailpiece for this issue, with the Society’s 
new Fleet Series book, “Leyland Lion (Origins to 1929”) being at the printers at the 
same time as Torque.   MW 567 was an LSC3 Lion, chassis 46178, new to Wilts & 
Dorset with Leyland B36R body in September 1927.  It had the standard 4 cylinder 
5.1 litre engine (28.9hp) and lasted in service until June 1941, when it was sold to the 
Air Ministry, London WC2.  So, having fi nished reading this issue of Torque, it’s now 
time to send off to David Berry for your copy of “Leyland Lion (Origins to 1929”) – 
don’t delay, we have had a limited number of copies printed! (OS – JE Cull)

THE  LION  OF  OLYMPIA’S  TAIL
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Leyland Fleet Series
Books recording the operators and  eets of important Leyland customers
• Wigan Corporation £7.95
• Southport Corporation £7.95
• Leigh Corporation £8.95
• Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942 £8.95
• Buses of Burnley, Colne & Nelson £8.95
• Plymouth City Corporation £8.95
• The History of Halton Borough Transport £8.95
• Ribble Double Deck Coaches £8.95
• Edinburgh Corporation & Lothian £9.95
• The Leyland Lion (Origins to 1929) £14.95       Prices including P&P

Leyland Torque and Journal
All back numbers of Torque and Journal are 
available
• £6.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
(With special deals for larger quantities)

Binders are also available which hold 8 issues
• £7.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
Prices inc P&P 

Society Clothing
Placket Sweatshirt
Available in Navy Blue, and Burgundy
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
£25.84 inc P&P                                     
Polo Shirts, Body Warmers and High Visibility 
Waistcoasts are also available, more details 
can be obtained at www.leylandsociety.co.uk

Rally Mementos
Available for most Leyland Gatherings see 
website or brochure for other Badges available.
The Badges features are from the 2010, 
2011, 2012 and 2013 Rallies. 
Price £7.00 each including P&P

See our website for special offers - www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Please send your order to the address below

All prices include P&P for UK orders only
Payments should be made to “The Leyland Society”

The Leyland Society, 40 Bodiam Drive, Toothill, Swindon, Wilts  SN5 8BE

Baseball Cap £11.99
inc P&P

SOCIETY SALES
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 www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Registered Charity No. 1137856
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